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1967 NHL BostonChicagoDetroitMontrealNew YorkTortooaklandLos AngelesMinneapolis — St. Paulphililitsburgst in addition to teams. Louis Map of the original six cities in the red, and the 1967 expansion cities in blue made a big expansion to the National Hockey League (NHL) 1967-68 season. Six new franchises were added to double the size of the league to 12 teams, making
this expansion the largest (in terms of the number of teams created) ever started at a time by an established major sports league. [1] The expansion marked the first change in the league's structure since 1942, thereby ending the era of the original six. The six new teams were the Los Angeles Kings, Minnesota North Stars, Oakland Seals, Philadelphia Flyers, Pittsburgh Penguins,
and St. Louis Blues. This expansion, including placing two new clubs on the West Coast, was the result of the league's fears of a rival league that will challenge players and the NHL for the Stanley Cup. In addition, the league expected that the extension would result in a lucrative TV contract in the United States. The Seals, later named California Golden Seals and then the
Cleveland Barons, are in detail the only team to stop operations and aren't reaching the Stanley Cup. The Blues, Flyers, Kings and Penguins continue to work in their home cities, while the North Stars will move to Dallas, Texas and become dallas stars. All five active teams have won the Stanley Cup at least once, with the Penguins holding the most Cup titles among five in the
1967 expansion franchises. The founder of the NHL National Hockey League (1917-1942) is part of a series on the story of the original six (1942-1967) expansion era (1967-1992) after the modern era (1992-present) ice hockey portalweight caused by depression and World War II shakeouts for many years, NHL owners staunchly oppose applications to extend beyond so-called
Origin Six clubs (Boston Bruins , Montreal Canadiens, Toronto Maple Leafs, New York Rangers, Detroit Red Wings and Chicago Black Hawks). [2] [3] The group representing Philadelphia (which acquired the rights to the defunct Montreal Maroons franchise), Los Angeles and AHL Cleveland Barons were each given conflicting requirements that seemed to contemporary
observers willing to disqualify bids, and it was widely understood that existing NHL owners did not want any encroachment on their profits. [3] NHL television had been an early leader in broadcasting, both in Canada and the U.S.[4] though, by 1960, his TV contract had expired, and the league had none until 1963. [2] The owners noticed that tv of other sports had enhanced images
of those league players, and feared that this salary would provide timely leverage. Already, players were starting to get legal help in negotiating contracts. [4] The league didn't want to change game start time to suit the network. [2] In 1965, the NHL was told that he would not receive U.S. television contracts without extension and that the networks were considering TV games from
the Western Hockey League, an apparently-minor league which by then had expanded to several large West Coast markets and accumulated strong rosters of players out of the stable NHL lineups of the era. [5] Because that and a generally favorable environment for alternative sports leagues (the American Football League had become a rousing success around the same time,
and the abortive continental league nonetheless had a role in expanding baseball), the NHL's control over major professional hockey was legitimately threatened. The WHL feared becoming a rival major league and the desire for a lucrative television contract in the U.S. was very much the kind of people Major League Baseball and the National Football League had secured, wore
down the opposition; In addition, as more conservative owners retired, a young guard and receptive to expansion, such as Stafford Smythe in Toronto, David Molson in Montreal, and William M. Jennings in New York, took power. [2] Expansion teams In 1963, Rangers Governor William Jennings introduced the idea of expanding the league to the American West Coast by adding
two new teams for the 1964-65 season to his teammates. His argument was based around concerns that the Western Hockey League intended to serve as a major league in the near future. He also hoped that teams on the West Coast would make the league truly national, and improve the likelihood of returning to television in the United States as the NHL lost its deal with CBS.
Although the governor did not agree to the proposal, the subject of the extension came up every time the owners met since then. The expansion process formally began in March 1965, when NHL President Clarence Campbell announced that the league proposed expanding its operations through the formation of a second six-team division. SAN FRANCISCO – Oakland and
Vancouver were declared acceptable cities with Los Angeles and St. Louis as potential sites. In February 1966, the NHL Board of Governors considered applications from 14 different ownership groups, including five from Los Angeles, two from Pittsburgh and one each from Minneapolis - St. Paul, Philadelphia, San Francisco-Oakland, Baltimore, Buffalo and Vancouver. Cleveland
and Louisville also expressed previous interest but had not been represented. [6] Six franchises were eventually added: California Seals (San Francisco-Oakland), Los Angeles Kings, Minnesota North Stars, Philadelphia Flyers, Pittsburgh Penguins, and St. Louis Blues. If one of the teams was unable to start, a franchise would have been awarded to then Baltimore. [7] Four of
those teams are still playing in their native cities Their original name. In 1978, the North Stars merged with the Cleveland Giants, who were place seals, and in 1993 the North Stars became the Dallas Stars. San Francisco-Oakland Market and Minneapolis-St. both. Paul Market was eventually granted to new teams such as the San Jose Sharks and Minnesota Wild. Opposition
Canadian fans, including Prime Minister Lester Pearson, were irate that no Canadian teams had been added, especially since Vancouver had generally been considered a lock for a team. [2] Took a hand in internal views that since Montreal and Toronto had no interest in sharing CBC Television's revenue with another Canadian club, and Chicago owner Arthur Wirtz's
endorsement was iconic contingent on building a St. Louis team, though that city did not submit a formal bid , buying the shabby St. Louis Arena, which owned the Black Hawks so even owned. [2] [3] Buffalo also nearly nearby is a team on Pittsburgh until Pittsburgh Steelers owner Art Rooney, who will serve as a minority investor in the Penguins early years, persuaded the Norris
brothers, whom he knew through his common interest in horse racing, to vote for Pittsburgh in the expansion process. [8] Vancouver and Buffalo will both later receive teams for the NHL's next expansion in 1970. On a more general note, many Conservatives opposed the expansion, claiming it would undermine talent in the league. [6] Even some supporters of the expansion were
immediately concerned at the idea of doubling the size of the NHL and wanted to gradually reduce teams, as Major League Baseball was doing. [9] The expansion fee was US$2 million, and the players taken in the very strict expansion draft came at a cost of $50,000 each. Experts look to see that stands as high, and most expansion teams were seen as having no hope of
competing successfully with established teams in the near future. [2] Due to the underlying competitive imbalance, the new teams had some support for the idea of keeping them in the entirely different division or conference, with a different program for the first few seasons and then gradually integrating new teams into the established NHL, much so progress was being made like
the AFL-NFL merger. Eventually, the league partially implemented the idea by placing all six of the new teams in the new West Division. Alternative offers included putting Detroit and Chicago in the West with Pittsburgh and Philadelphia going to the East. In a surprising concession, the league also agreed to implement a strictly divisional playoff bracket, meaning that four
expansion teams would make the playoffs, and an expansion team was guaranteed a slot in the Stanley Cup Final. The change jerseys worn by the Los Angeles Kings (left) and California Seals upon entering the NHL in 1967 offered a major change to the new teams league. After viewing For more than 20 years the same red/blue/black uniforms, purple, green, sky blue, and
orange were introduced. [6] Teams now travel between cities by air due to the distances involved regularly; At that time, all of the original six cities had daily overnight passenger train service between each other. The 1967 expansion marked the end of the original Six era and the beginning of a new era of the NHL. The extension, Bobby Orr's record $1 million contract in 1971, [10]
and the formation of the World Hockey Association (WHA) in 1972 forever changed the landscape of North American professional sports. [4][6] It was WHA that was the NHL's main rival during the 1970s, while the Western Hockey League stopped operations in 1974. The NHL's first expansion period ended in 1974 by which the league tripled 18 teams in size, and then merged
with WHA by absorbing its four teams in 1979. As a result, the NHL maintained its status as the leading professional ice hockey league in North America; No other league has attempted to compete against the NHL since then. However, the NHL's other goal of immediately securing a lucrative TV contract in the U.S. similar to MLB and the NFL never fully materialized until decades
later. Despite the expansion and subsequent merger with the WHA, NHL broadcasts on a national scale in the U.S. still continued to be spotty between 1967 and 1981; NBC and CBS held authority at various times, but neither network did anything close to a full schedule, even taking only selected games of the Stanley Cup Final. And from 1971 to 1995, there was no particular
coverage of sports in the United States; While national cable channels like ESPN and USA Network televised NHL games during the period, local TV stations and (starting in the 1980s) regional cable sports networks can also tele them on TV regionally as well. It wasn't until 1995 that Fox signed a full schedule of regular-season and playoff games to be the exclusive national
broadcast network, as well as selected games of the Cup Finals. All 1967 expansion teams were placed in the same division in 1967-68, so their success was largely gauged relative to each other before the 1974 realignment, which fundamentally merged all the league's teams into four divisions and two conferences. The latter's expansion and realignment separated both the
original six and 1967 expansion teams even further, essentially reviving the league's first alternative plan to put Detroit and Chicago in the West, and Pittsburgh and Philadelphia in the East. After the 1998 realignment, which restructured the league in six divisions, only the Flyers and Penguins are in the same division. When the league reunited for a different four-division setup in
2013, the Stars and Blues were placed in the same division. St. Louis Immediately made an impact by appearing in three consecutive Stanley Cup Finals in the first three years, but each swept in. His first Stanley Cup title came 49 years after his last Finals appearance in 2019. Although they were the first team in detail to reach the finals, the Blues were the last of five active 1967
teams to win the Stanley Cup. After the 1969-70 season, the league moved to Chicago's West Division and changed the playoff format to force eastern and western teams to face each other before the Finals. It won't happen until 1974 when an expansion team will be the best of an original six team in a playoff series or reach the Finals again. That season, the Philadelphia Flyers,
who had steadily built a strong team, would move on to win the Stanley Cup to defeat Boston. They won't feature an original six clubs before beating the Buffalo Sabres in the modern Stanley Cup Final as champions in 1975. By the end of the 2016-17 NHL season, which marked the 49th season for 1967 expansion teams, the Flyers are the expansion team's most successful in
terms of all-time points percentage (.576), second only to the Montreal Canadiens (.590) in NHL history. [11] Additionally, the Flyers have the most appearances in the league semifinals (known as the Conference Finals since the 1981-82 season) with a total of 16 and eight of all 25 expansion teams with the most Stanley Cup Finals appearances. [11] The Pittsburgh Penguins
were largely unsuccessful in the beginning, failing to win their division until the 1990-91 season, but made accumulated draft picks and a strong team that would win two consecutive Stanley Cups in 1991 and 1992. In 2009, the Penguins became the first of three Cup-winning 1967 expansion teams. Then, in 2016, Pittsburgh tied the New York Rangers (an original six-team) and the
New York Islanders (a 1972 expansion team) with four Cups. After successfully defending their title the following year, the franchise tied the Edmonton Oilers (in five Cups), with the Oilers joining the league in a 1979 merger with WHA. The Los Angeles Kings didn't make a Stanley Cup Final appearance until 1993 during the Wayne Gretzky era. The Kings did not return to the Cup
finals again until 2012, when they finally won their first Cup. Los Angeles won the Cup again in 2014. While four of the 1967 expansion teams still play in their native cities, one place and one stopped operating. The Oakland/San Francisco Bay Area-based franchise was the least successful of the 1967 expansion teams: Both on the ice and at the box office, the club eventually
moved to Cleveland to become giants in 1976. [6] While the Minnesota North Stars were in a traditional hockey field, the team was struggling financially. In 1978, two ownership groups merged franchisees to the North Giants owners Gordon and George Gund III with becoming majority owners of the team. However, the merged North Stars improved on ice and made two finals
appearances in 1981 and 1991, they continued to have financial difficulties. In the late 1980s, Gunds attempted to move north stars into the Bay Area but were denied by the league. The NHL and Gunds came to an agreement with the Goons who sold the North Stars and were given an expansion team that became the San Jose Sharks in 1991. As part of the agreement, the
North Stars and Sharks had a player dispersion and expansion draft in which the North Stars' roster was split between both teams and then participated in each expansion draft. The new owners of the North Stars kept the team in Minnesota for only two more seasons and moved to Dallas, Texas, in 1993 to become the Dallas Stars, eventually winning their first Cup in 1999. The
NHL returned to the Twin Cities market when the Minnesota Wild began playing in 2000. In the 50th anniversary season during the 2016-17 NHL season, four expansion six teams still had festivities commemorating their 50th year in the NHL in their native cities and each unveiled uniform patches to be worn by those teams. [12] The patch was unveiled on February 9, 2016 to
provide franchises on the NHL's 50th anniversary, which led the Penguins to unveil a patch with three Stanley Cups. [13] With the Penguins winning the Stanley Cup Finals that year, their patch was revised to four Cups. [14] This season ended with the Penguins' fifth Cup. The timeline of the 1967 expansion teams among six 1967 expansion teams, four still play in their native
cities. One has since been relocated, while the other was merged out of place and then existed. Team City/Area City/Area's last NHL franchise year original city destiny California Seals none active in Oakland, California (San Francisco Bay Area) renamed oakland seals midway through the 1967-1976 1967-68 season, and then later during the first week of the California Golden
Seals 1970-71 season. Later in 1976 as the Cleveland Barons relocated to Cleveland, Ohio, then 1978.In merged into the Minnesota North Stars in 1991, as the former Giants owner's San Jose Sharks expansion team returned to the Bay Area with a roster of half north stars. Los Angeles Kings Los Angeles, California None 1967-Present is still active in the same city. The Kings
have two Stanley Cup wins (2012 and 2014). Minnesota North Stars Bloomington, Minnesota (Minneapolis-St. Paul) None merged with the Cleveland Barons in 1967-1993 1978. Later in Dallas, Texas, as the Dallas Stars in 1993, replaced with a Stanley Cup win (1999) following their transfer to Dallas. The NHL returned to the market with the Minnesota Wild in 2000. Philadelphia
Flyers Philadelphia, Pennsylvania Philadelphia Quakers, From 1930 to 1931 the Pittsburgh Pirates were replaced. The franchise was suspended after 1931 and canceled in 1936. 1967-The present is still active in the same city. The Flyers have two Stanley Cup wins (1974 and 1975). Pittsburgh Penguins Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Pittsburgh Pirates relocated to Philadelphia for the
first team 1930-31 NHL season from 1925 to 1930. 1967-The present is still active in the same city. The Penguins have five Stanley Cup wins (1991, 1992, 2009, 2016, and 2017). St. Louis Blues St. Louis, Missouri St. Louis Eagles, a transfer of the original Ottawa Senators, from 1934 to 1935. The franchise canceled after one season. 1967-The present is still active in the same
city. The Blues have a Stanley Cup win (2019). See also the 1967 NHL Expansion Draft of the National Hockey League's National Hockey League History (1967-1992) History of Organizational Changes in NHL References ^ 31 from six teams: History of NHL expansion. NHL.com. Archived from the original on 2016-08-27. ^ a b c d e f g Isaacs, Neil (1977). Check back. MacLeod
Ltd. ^ a b c Coleman, Charles L. (1976). Mark of the Stanley Cup, Vol III. Progressive publications. ^ a b C Fisher, Stan; Fisher, Shirley Walton (1983). Hockey Encyclopedia. McMillan Publishing Company. ^ Cruise, David; Griffith, Alison (1991). Net Worth: The myths of pro hockey explode. Stoddart Publishing. ^ A b c d e diamond, dan, ed. (1998). Total hockey. Andrews McMeal
Publishing. ^ Penguins unveil logo for 50th anniversary season . NHL.com. Archived from the original on 2016-02-12. ^ ^ McFarlane, Brian (1969). 50 years of hockey. Greywood Publishing Ltd^ Dryden, Steve (2000). Top 100 NHL players of all time. Toronto: Intercontinental game publishers. P74. ISBN 0-7710-4175-6. ^ a b team index. Hockey reference. Game Reference LLC.
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